CHAPTER II
TEAFFIC STUDIES (PREDETERMINED)
One of the first considerations in connection with the planning
of a new railroad or of an extension to an old system, whether
it be within the limits of a city or an interurban line, is the study
of probable traffic. Upon such a study is based the predeter-
mination of gross income, train schedules, and power station
demand. The importance, therefore, of an accurate and de-
tailed study of all the factors which may affect the traffic upon a
given road need not be emphasized further.
Population.—A study of the railway census will disclose the
fact that there is a fairly dependable relation between passenger
traffic and population for both urban and interurban railroads.
In the latter case, of course, the population under consideration
must be that of the two terminal cities and, in most cases, a
portion of the intermediate population which may be considered
as tributary to the line. The determination of this tributary
population is rather difficult, being largely dependent for its
accuracy upon the experience and judgment of the engineer. In
general, however, it is usually taken as the population of a
strip of territory from l^jteafir-mile?! in width on either side
of the proposed railroad and parallel thereto. The population
of such a strip may be determined by actual canvass or it may
be assumed that the township or county through which the
road extends is evenly populated throughout the rural districts.
If this be true, the tributary population may be found from the
following proportion:
Tributary population _     Area strip
Township population     Area township
The township population may be obtained from the census
reports and the required areas scaled from a map of the territory
in question.
While it will be found advisable to make an analysis of the
relation between population and passenger traffic per year,
mileage of track economically operated, gross income, etc., for
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